
BOOK 4 COVER.

Hi, everybody. I hope all is well. Great news! Book 4, Operation

Raven Rock is done. Well, the manuscript is finished. Now

begins the revision phase. Release date is looking like June-ish.

I've got the cover ready too. The story picks up where book 3

left off in Mongolia.

NEW SERIES COMING SOON.

Unity Pointe, Book 1 in the Heirs of Judgement series, is just

about done. In this near future world, Earth has been

wrecked. To those that survived, it is a mystery. Driven below

ground for decades after a fiery apocalypse, humanity

emerged on a reconfigured Earth with Antarctica at its

equator. Power struggles, cutthroat politics, frontier culture,

and religious redemption follow the humans starting over. 
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This Month's Deals:

Guns, heroes, romance, and action. Click the

image to get some free stories by great Indie

authors.
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Like a little scifi? Click the image to get some

free stories by great Indie authors. Click the

button to watch a trailer.
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Sting of the Scorpion by

Lawrence Hebb

The Army doesn’t want them,

they’re too much trouble!

MI6 does, they’re the best at

what they do, and they need the

best. MI6 have a problem.

A missing agent kidnapped and

taken to hostile territory for

interrogation.

Only one option is open, and

that’s a high-risk rescue

operation over two hundred

miles into hostile territory with

no support.A ‘do or die mission’

where the stakes are high and

failure isn’t an option.

Sting of the Scorpion is the first

book in the high octane

‘Scorpion one’ series By

Lawrence Hebb

Strap in and join the team today

for an adventure that will have

you wanting more.

Over The Atlantic by Alison

Ford

We finally get to see the

sequence of events that led

Maya to 

where she evolved today. As the

Commander in Chief, her past

haunted her. In a twist of

events, all the pivotal moments

that she experienced from the

age of six were in a collision

course with her current

challenges. 

The threat facing the country

and the one threatening her 

life were the same. She just had

to solve one to save the other.

With no one else to trust, Maya

turns to three people who could

help her put an end to the

sequence of events that began

long before she was old enough

to play in the park. 

Maya, an air force pilot with

real-world smarts, was the best

person to solve the rot that

plagued the nation. Her only

objective was to set things back

on the right track. Will she

succeed? 

We see from the way her father

behaved in Vietnam, just 

before she lost him, that Maya

came from stock that was as

hard as steel. Will it be enough

to survive the evil in the

country? Will it be enough to

turn this around? What's at

stake demands it.



The Silence of Children by

Chris Lewando

'Deirdre is a refreshing female

protagonist with an engaging

voice that echoes traits of

women’s fiction in this thrilling

joyride of a novel.

As she careers from one

suspenseful moment to the next,

putting her faith in the

sketchiest characters to be her

guardian angels, her aplomb is

awe-inspiring.' [Discovery]

When Dee is asked to risk her

life to save a child she doesn't

know, it catapults her from a

nine to five existence into the

murky waters of child abuse.

Moral principles force her to

choose between remaining a

law-abiding citizen, or taking

matters into her own hands. It's

not an easy choice. Faced with

losing everything she holds

dear, she has to re-evaluate. Is

she strong enough to remain

true to the basic premise that

makes her a decent human

being?

When it becomes personal, the

choice becomes a no-brainer...

Luckee Lynx by TJ McKaye

Like father, like son… But…

What happens upon the biggest

betrayal? To avenge being

abandoned by his ruthless Wall

Street financier father, Ti Riley

fights his moral conscience to

become a nefarious cyber

criminal. What follows is his

entrance into the dangerous

underworld of geopolitics where

he is faced with the choice of

joining the powers that control

humanity or working to defeat

them. What he learns will

change the world forever. Yet

will he join this secret order and

gain the power he’d only

dreamed of to smash the

system? Or is what he finds not

all that it seems?
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Operation

Palmetto

FREE

on

Amazon!!

Feb 1st-5th, 2022

The stakes are high: a career on the line

and nuclear secrets loose in the wild...

Karl Gruben, a junior Mossad agent thrust

into a last-minute clandestine operation,

takes on his first assignment as team

leader. Their mission: kidnap Dr. Vahan

Nafisi, a runaway Iranian nuclear

physicist. Nafisi witnessed the brutal

murder of colleagues, barely escaping with

his life—and secrets—to America.

Gruben must secret a freshly formed team

of hard-edged agents into America, but his own inexperience, bad intel, and

technical difficulties plunge them into a dangerous labyrinth of cat-and-mouse.

As he pursues the unsuspecting Dr. Nafisi, Gruben collides with a web of

international espionage agencies intent on nabbing—or killing—the scientist. 

Can the Mossad capture Nafisi in time? Iranian agents are hell-bent on

returning the doctor to their labs. Karl Gruben must pull his team together, zero

in on their quarry, and keep the entire business a secret from American

authorities in a race against time to save his career, the lives of his team, and

protect humanity.
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